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Abstract 
The edge was one of the basic characteristics of an image, and showed the local characteristics of discontinuous (or 
mutations), such as the result of gray mutations or texture mutations, and so on. The method of extracting the 
particles parameters based on edge detection required that the edge of particles must be one pixel width. But the edge 
detected by the method of Laplace edge detection include invalid particles. And it was not exactly the single one. 
Therefore, this article put forward the detection method of removing the invalid particles and getting the single one 
edge based on Laplace. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
The method of extracting particles parameters based on image processing is one of the most popular 
particle size calculation at present. The image must be processed before getting the particles parameters 
on edge detection. The edge is one of the basic characteristics in image, and it shows the image local 
characteristics of discontinuous (or mutations), such as the result of gray mutations or texture mutations 
and so on. The image edge contained rich image internal information (such as the direction and shape), 
and it generally was located between the target and background, or between the goal and the target area, 
or among the target area. The edge of  detection was utilized in the image characteristics differences to 
achieve. The  differencies included gray, color, or texture. 
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Laplace edge detection method is based on the Laplace operator. Because the image is composed by 
discrete pixel, the operators with finite difference will be expressed by approximate partial derivative. 
Set the 3 * 3 of area shown in figure 1 to be image gray level in adjacent domain. 
),( yxf  is the 2-D function of an image And it’s second order derivative of Laplace operator is 












∂=∇                                                                                                                            (1) 
For a 3 * 3 area, it often meets with the following two forms in practice: one is 
( )864252 4 zzzzzf +++−=∇                                                                                           (2) 
                         
Fig.1  3*3 template                                                    Fig.2 Laplace operator gradient templates
And another one that including diagonal neighborhood number approximate method is given by next type:  
( )9876432152 8 zzzzzzzzzf +++++++−=∇                                                                                       (3)
The operator templates of the two formula is shown in figure 2. 
Laplace operator is a kind of second order differential operator which does not depend on the direction of the 
edge , and it is not a vector but a scalar.
2. Extraction of the particles effectively single pixel width edge 
From Fig.3 showed a binary chart which changed from the original color to gray chart, and then to binary chart. 
To calculate with the operator expression.2. To retained the pixels whose value greater than zero. The result was 
showed in Fig.4。
As can be seen from Fig.4, there are two problems:  
z Some particles in the boundary of the image are invalid. Many Particles on the boundary of the image are 
incomplete and only a part, as the two particles in the top-right corner shown in Fig.5. The data of 
corresponding particles is invalid. And so they should be removed completely . 
z The edges detected by Laplace operator are not quite a single pixel width, and in some corner it is double, 
which is go against extracting the particle parameters, especially like circumference and grain.  
As the following, we will solve the two problems. 
A. To get single pixel width of edge
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Fig.3 Original gray image                                                                          Fig.4 Laplace detection
Fig.5 Redundant points                 Fig.6 Redundant points’ templates                Fig.7 Removed redundant points 
Fig.5 showed the expanded partial edge chart In the corner, the redundant points of edge appeared. To match the 
chart with the templates shown in Fig.6, and to remove the middle points matched the template completely. By this 
way, it can remove all the redundant points in image. Fig.7 showed the transitional result based on Fig.5 and the edge 
of  single one pixel width .  
B. To Remove invalid particles  
Fig.8 showed the edge map. It can be seen that the particle edge in the boundary of image is not closed, and the 
particle edge which was not in the boundary of image is closed. Therefore, we can remove the invalid particles only 
by removing the unclosed particles edge. To calculate with the operator expression.2 again. To retained the pixels 
whose original value is one and traversed value greater than two- it was a breakpoint. The result was showed in Fig.9. 
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Fig.8 Single edge image                                                                     Fig.9 After erase the invalid particles
3. Conclusions 
The method of extracting the particles parameters based on edge detection required that particles edge 
should be effective and single.The problem was disolved by the method put forward in this paper. It was 
very important for further work on extracting the parameters of particles. However, the algorithm needs to 
increase the traverse image four times, and spends more time on the edge detection. The next work is to 
solve this problem. 
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